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Our publications (11.08.2019)



We investigated cold emission processes

defined by the splitting of a nucleus 
into two or more fragments

in their ground or low-lying states
which energetically are more bound

1. Proton and two-proton emission      
(predicted in 1960 by V.I. Goldansky )
2. Alpha decay            
(discovered in 1899 by E. Rutherford)
3. Heavy-cluster emission 
(predicted in 1977 by A. Sandulescu)



1. Proton emission



Review paper on proton emission



Proton emission systematics
for reduced (on angular momentum) half life



Particle dynamics in the external barrier
explains the dependence on Coulomb parameter

and proton angular momentum



The two lines are explained by



By using a schematic  ho + Coulomb interaction
one obtains for the reduced width γ2

in terms of fragmentation potential

the following universal law

and cluster amplitude            
            

A
0



The two lines in systematics correspond
to two different regions 

of the fragmentation potential V
C
-Q  (b)

log-log 
dependence
by using the 

parameters in (b)



By crossing Z=68 one has a large shape transition
from β ~ 0.3 up tp β ~ -0.2



Universal law for reduced widths is also fulfilled 
by alpha emitters below and above 208Pb

D.S. Delion, A. Dumitrescu (At.Data Nucl.Data Tab, in prep.)



Alpha-decay log(width)-log(penetrability)
 dependence by using the fit parameters
is equivalent to the Viola-Seaborg rule



Universal law for reduced widths
is valid for all emission processes:

proton, alpha & cluster decays



One obtains a general log(width)-log(penetrability)
dependence for all emission processes

by using the corresponding fit parameters



An equivalent explanation is given by





Two proton emission
from superfluid emitters



Pairing wave function is peaked on nuclear surface 
 and around the angle φ ~ 45o (r

1
 ~ r

2
)

pp interaction



We considered radial motion for a fixed angle φ
The main effect on the decay width

is given for φ~45o (r
1
 ~ r

2
)



Half life strongly depends on the pairing strength
(and the pairing gap)

realistic value
is v

0
=35 MeV



2. Alpha decay
Microscopic description in deformed nuclei

in terms of the mean field + pairing approach



Formation amplitude is the overlap between
parent and daughter * alpha wave functions

By using the cm and relative coordinates
it becomes a superposition of ho orbitals

depending on alpha-core radius
with four times sp ho parameter 4β

where W-coefficients depend on
Nilsson expansion coefficients

and BCS amplitudes



Formation probability is peaked on the nuclear surface
but the total decay width is underestimated



 Microscopic description of the decay width 
requires an increase of the radial tail



Mixed single particle basis with two ho parameters
Alpha clustering is connected to the second part of the basis



Saturation property of the mixed sp basis
versus the number of major shells



Improved description of the decay width
for deformed emitters



Logarithmic derivative condition implies that
the ho parameter should be proportional 

to the Coulomb parameter



Log. derivative condition
is equivalent to the

“plateau condition” γ
1
=0 

By using the log. der. cond.
one obtains the slope γ

1 

being proportional
 to the Coulomb parameter



By using an ho parameter proportional to the Coulomb parameter
we improve both the decay width description γ

0
=0

and “plateau condition” γ
1
=0 

>>−1



By including  beyond mean field correlations
on the nuclear surface one obtains 

in a natural way larger sp tails



Single particle mean field with alpha-like correlations
The potential pocket corresponds to the peak 
of the microscopic alpha formation amplitude



This picture is confirmed by microscopic calculations
G. Roepke, et.al., Phys. Rev. C 90, 034304 (2014)



Pair formation amplitudes are enhanced
by surface alpha-like correlations (a)



Decay width is strongly enhanced
by surface alpha-like correlations 

and weakly depends on cm radius (a)



This approach enabled the description of enhanced 
E1 transitions from un-natural parity states 2-,4-,6- 

recently evidenced in 212Po







Surface α-clustering in 212Po
explains decay width between ground states

Formation probability
versus cm radius
total: solid line
cluster comp: dashes

Log (width / exp. )
versus cm radius

The same cluster
amplitude ≈ 0.3 explains

B(Eλ) values and
absolute α-decay width



Surface α-clustering term with the amplitude ≈ 0.3 
explains large electromagnetic E1 transitions in 212Po

B(E2:J+2J)-values

B(E1:I-J+)-values



Surface alpha-like correlations have an
universal behavior for alpha decays



Systematics of the surface clustering strength
versus the reduced width

is given by similar dependencies
for Z>50 and Z>82 regions



Anisotropy of the alpha emission
in deformed odd-mass nuclei



Anisotropy is enhanced by 
the quadrupole deformation



Superheavy nuclei live longer in high spin 
alpha-decaying 2qp isomeric states

with higher hindrance factors



Hindrance factors
(ratio between reduced widths 
of ground and excited states)



Probing shape coexistence by alpha decay



Minima on the potential energy surface (PES)
have different quadrupole deformations



Spectroscopic factor versus 
daughter quadrupole deformation

The key ingredient 
is the overlap between 

BCS wave functions



Shape mixing of wave functions

in terms of the mixing angle



Hindrance factor
in terms of spectroscopic factors

 experimental

theoretical



is the integral of the formation amplitude squared, 
written in terms of spherical orbitals

Spectroscopic factor



Experimental HF determines 
shape mixing angles 

for parent and daughter nuclei



3. Heavy cluster emission



Cluster formation amplitude



Cluster spectroscopic factor
and decay width





Conclusions

Our collaboration reported important results for 

- proton emission systematics 

  PRL & Phys. Rep. with ~ 150 citations

- microscopic description of the alpha emission

  4 Phys. Rev. C with ~ 200 citations

- microscopic description of heavy cluster decays

  Phys. Rep. with ~ 300 citations

- anisotropic alpha emission from odd-mass nuclei

   2 Phys. Rev. C with ~ 100 citations

- enhanced formation of superheavy nuclei in isomeric states

   Phys. Rev. C with ~ 60 citations

- shape coexistence evidenced by alpha decay

  Phys. Rev. C with ~ 15 citations



Happy birthday Roberto !Happy birthday Roberto !
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